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Sustainable music, art and more...
Some really big things happening on the
left side... We are still here for the same
reasons, but we have to stay focused on the
cause and effect of... Passion is what rage
should look like... Oops. They look the
same in the light. ...MAG was created as a
place to find the lifestyle that fits your true life
in art, music, technology and more.  It was
our intention to design an online magazine
that best represents the RAW Side... The
LEFT Side... The future of  ART...  We will 
explore unique artistic creations that push the
boundaries of  the establishment in order to
evoke debate in the art, music and technology
world. We will promote art that questions
the mind while helping you to identify with
the artist within. ...MAG will present all
types of  artists and their work, in addition
to relevant feature articles, news and events,
video interviews and much more in near 
future or never again. If  you read the last
issue, you know this is the same shit... And
that’s why we ... Jamal gives a shit atleast
once a day. For Shitts and giggles... Daily-
Dump.com. The Regularity of  ART?
iphone app that pings your phone when
dump occurs... video of  camera in the
bowl. Play by Play... Location dumping... 
I will dump on location for a large fee.
The art is extra. ART for sale. Dated and
signed by the artist himself. Frozen or
fresh...Exhibit's online only. Archives...
Prints, t-shirts, panties, underwear, etc.

Our advertisers would be toilet papers,
stool softners, wet wipes, fiber products,
etc... Test drive toilets at... I need a toilet...
Ranked by Flushes... ©2013.

Research for the medical issues and this is
a log / journal of  regularity... No SHIT!
This is art and creativity at it’s... Nobody
really reads this page anyway, so I figured
I would throw out some crazy jamal shit!

In this issue we traveled to Wilmington,
North Carolina to talk with Americana
Singer-Songwriter, Ryan Bingham about
the true meaning of  the... before he goes
on a summer tour with Bob Dylan, Wilco
and My Morning Jacket. Next was the
Jamey Johnson show at the House of
Blues in Myrtle Beach during Bike Week.
Then we were off  to Raleigh, North 
Carolina to see DOWN NOLA at the
Lincoln Theatre on May 24, 2013... and
YES!, Phil Anselmo, Pepper Keenan, Kirk
Windstein, Pat Bruders and Jimmy Bower.
Leading off  the night was Mount Carmel,
followed by HONKY firing up the crowd
for DOWN. We also held interviews with
Kristen Reason and Karen Bryson... Take
a quick peek and make sure to double
click on the page if  you want to enlarge.

Thanks to all and... 
Jamal Sumbhadi
Publisher

WHO REALLY GIVES
A SHIT ABOUT THE...

... .....         
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006 Jamey Johnson
Drawing from his Enterprise, Alabama south-
ern upbringing and a U.S. Marine background,
Johnson’s lyrical messages ring true to every
hard-working blue collar man...

010 Ryan Bingham 
Tomorrowland is bursting with raw emotional
lyrics telling the stories of  his very personal life
experiences and more...

016 Book Review: Metal Lists
Lists is a MUST read for any metal music 
aficionado, or any music lover who dares to 
be schooled in the history of  a frequently...

020 DOWN in the SOUTH
DOWN and the Dirty Southeast Tour 
Buried Raleigh, North Carolina in Smoke 
with DOWN, HONKY and Mount Carmel...

036 Kristin Reason Interview
Art today has a story behind everything. The
styles and opinions are so vast that everywhere
you look people are breaking down doors...

038 Shameless Karen Bryson
Getting  the part as Avril Powell on Shameless
was amazing for me... I had actually watched
the show from season 1 and was a fan...
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JAMEY JOHNSON
Written by Rob Grissom  |  Photos by Donald Perry

Jamey Johnson Leads the Harley Stampede to the House of Blues
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The true Harley rider makes the an-
nual trek to North Myrtle Beach, SC
in the middle of  May to absorb the
sun, salt air, gasoline fumes, loud 
mufflers, beautiful women and all the
festivities of  the infamous Bike Week.
Enthusiasts of  all ages rallied at the
House of  Blues (HOB) for the Second
Annual Throttle Fest. Michael Ballard
and the cast of  truTV’s Full Throttle
Saloon brought their Sturgis, SD road
show to the HOB Deck all week long
…complete with the infamous side
shows, midgets and the voluptuous
Flaunt Girls to the unconditional
Harley Nation approval. 

Closing out the long week, Grammy-
award winning country artist Jamey
Johnson and his band took the stage 
at the HOB Music Hall Friday night
on May 17th to treat the fans to an
evening slam full of  all of  his hits with
many classic covers to boot. Igniting
the crowd, firing his 2008 certified gold
hit “High Cost of  Living” and the
2010 smash “You Can’t Cash My
Checks” right from the get go with his
snarling vocal baritone style and an
oversized guitar covered in Sharpie 
autographs from his idols. Never one
to speak too much between songs, the
laid way back Jamey Johnson left it up

to the loaded packed house to dictate
the momentum of  the night…and
song after song, after song the southern
rebel left the crowd screaming for
more and singing along to every tune.
Whether it was his chart-topping tunes,
or the ones of  his evident influences,
he was pumping out honest, pure
country tracks as only he can do. The
rambunctious crowd erupted when
Johnson and Co. ripped open a tribute
to “The Possum“… the legendary
George Jones. With an all out drunken
sing along to “He Stopped Loving Her
Today” and “Two Dollar Pistol” the
party was on with non-stop hit tracks
from his 2009 offering “That Lone-
some Song” (Mercury Nashville) and
his major label 2006 debut album
“The Dollar” (BNA Records). Johnson
only slowed down a bit to pay tribute
to another late country industry legend
with a few ballads from his latest work
“ Living for a Song: A Tribute to Hank
Cochran” The night shifted to full
throttle when the ‘Bama Bad Boy
busted out a foot-stompin’ rendition of
Alabama’s classic “Dixieland Delight”
and right into the remainder of  
certified country gold tracks from 
his best album to date, the 2010 
album “The Guitar Song”(Mercury
Nashville). Mr. Johnson and his crew

closed the magnificent production with
an encore performance of  the 2009
Song of  the Year…“In Color” which
was received with boundless applause.
The gratitude was returned with a 
sincere heart-felt “Thank You“ from
Johnson and his band mates. 

Drawing from his Enterprise, Alabama
southern upbringing and a U.S. Marine
background, Johnson’s lyrical messages
ring true to every hard-working blue
collar man and woman packing the
HOB Music Hall to the rafters. His
music appeals to all walks of  life and
ages who can relate to the everyday
hardships of  the real world. The pure
country fanatics were there to support
the leader of  the next generation of
“Outlaws” of  the genre. Proudly 
carrying on the rugged, classic sound
of  the traditional country royalty of
Waylon and Willie, Merle Haggard,
Hank Williams, and Johnny Cash... at
his own pace of  relentless touring and
recording. Exactly what his die hard
fans have come to expect…and Jamey
Johnson would not settle for less.

Check Jamey Johnson out at
http://www.jameyjohnson.com

http://www.jameyjohnson.com
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RYAN 
BINGHAM
Ryan Bingham’s life could not get
much better…touring in support of
his 2012 critically acclaimed release
“Tomorowland” on his own label
Axter Bingham Records, packing 
venues across the world, and joining
up with the Bob Dylan headlining
AmericanaRama tour starting on July
18th…life is good and “ain’t no place
for the weary kind”. Recently, Bing-
ham told 3DotMag, “I can’t wait for
this tour to start up. Sometimes, I get
worried that this is all a dream and
I’m about to wake up any second… I
really hope I don’t”. Sharing the stage
with Dylan, Wilco, and My Morning
Jacket will surely be a highlight of  

the summer festivals, not only for his
fans, but to be opening for an obvious
influence on his musical career. Bingham
says his new album is “moving on from
his past and setting some stuff  to rest”
and his endearing messages will surely
tug on the heartstrings of  every listener.
From the hard- rockin’ “Guess Who’s
Knockin”, “Never To Far Behind”, to
the fast-pickin’ of  “To Deep To Fill”
…Tomorrowland is bursting with raw
emotional lyrics telling the stories of
his very personal life experiences.

Born in Hobbs, New Mexico and
growing up in West Texas, Bingham
assumed his role on the rodeo circuit

Written by Rob Grissom  |  Photos by Donald Perry

MOVING ON FROM HIS PAST AND
“ROLLING 7’S WITH NOTHIN’ TO LOSE”
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and was riding bulls by his teenage
years, as only a true cowboy does, and
soon after joined the music industry
madness. Beginning with his 2007 
debut album “Mescalito” (Lost Highway
Records), to the 2009 compilation
“Roadhouse Sun” (Lost Highway
Records), the 2010 release of  “Junky
Star”(Lost Highway Records) momen-
tarily rejoining his band Dead Horses,
to the most recent “Tomorrowland”
(Axter Bingham Records)…Bingham
delivers a seemingly chronological
snapshot into his life and times with
passion and the highly identifiable
raspy vocal style. His musicianship is
only matched by his extraordinary
songwriting skills to paint a colorfully
accurate portrait of  everyday Americana
at its best. The industry is finally 
standing up and taking notice of  his
singing and songwriting brilliance, with
an Academy Award, Golden Globe
Award, and Grammy Award for the
“Best Song in a Motion Picture” category
in 2010 for his work in the 2009 block-
buster movie Crazy Heart penning the
title track “The Weary Kind” with the
legendary T Bone Burnett. He has 
recently written and recorded the track
“Lonesome Valley” for the NCIS: LA
television series and the tune “You Are
Blind” for the musical “Ghost Brothers
of  Darkland County” written by Stephen
King and John Mellencamp …and he
shows no signs of  slowing down anytime
soon. The  train ride to stardom is
starting to roll out of  the station with
Bingham at the helm…full steam
ahead!!!

The 3 Dot Mag crew caught up with
Ryan when his heralded headlining
tour rolled through Wilmington, NC
and made a stop at The Soapbox in
the Historic Downtown Riverfront to a
venue filled to capacity with fans in a

frenzy to hear his new work and the
classics alike. When Bingham

and Co. took the stage,
an old-fashioned

hoedown
broke out
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with the third floor of  the historic land-
mark building bouncing continuously.
For a minute, it was as if  a hardcore
mosh pit was about to get started at a
honky tonk show… no kidding!!! The
crowd was going nuts for the refreshingly
old school bluegrassy country tunes
and the young budding folky superstar
gave them all he possibly could... leaving
nothing behind on stage. Playing all
the crowd favorites with several full out
sing-along’s, and masterfully performing
all of  his new tracks with every hand

clapping with full approval. His 
infectious charisma and love for his 
art shined through in every track of  
his hit-filled, impressive set list. Ryan
told 3DotMag in an interview, “ It’s my
turn to live my life and live it the way 
I want to live it” and from what this
writer can see, he is doing just that.
Many more accolades are sure to come
for this young multitalented musician,
straight from the old school of  hard-
knocks, and he is finally getting the
chance for his star to shine. For what

its worth…we here at 3DotMag hope
to see the burgeoning star that is Ryan
Bingham will continue to brighten for
as long as he wants it. He is one artist
who certainly deserves it and has paid
his dues to get the chance to pursue his
dream…one venue at a time!!!

Check out Ryan Bingham at a venue near
you or at www.binghammusic.com END

www.youtube.com/thefutureofart

CLICK ON THE IMAGE ABOVE TO SEE INTERVIEW WITH RYAN BINGHAM... www.youtube.com/thefutureofart

http://www.binghammusic.com
http://www.youtube.com/thefutureofart
http://www.youtube.com/thefutureofart
http://donaldeperry.com/dotdotdotmag/3dotmag_Lifestyle2012
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GET SCHOOLED IN 
HEAVY METAL HISTORY
The Merciless Book of  Metal Lists 

By Howie Abrams and Sacha Jenkins

Reviewed by Rob Grissom for 3DotMag

Get your horns up for this one Metal
Heads!!! Whether your favorites are 
included, or not, this compilation of
lists is sure to ignite fiery debates and
deflate artists’ egos. The majority of
the pioneers of  metal are represented
as well as some not-so-famous bands
which paved the way for their prede-
cessors. Their lists will certainly not set
the rank and file record straight as long
as the resolute metal world is still alive
and kicking. Longtime record exec’s
and NYC metal ambassadors Howie
Abrams and Sacha Jenkins have rang
the bell for the Friday Night Metal
Fights to commence or possibly as a
“Metal for Dummies” to educate the
beginning head banger as to where
their loyalties should lie… with NO 
exceptions. The arduous task of  select-
ing the two artists to iterate the foreword
and afterword for this “Bible of  Essential
Metal Lists” could not have been more
appropriate. Slayer’s shredding axman
Kerry King is spotlighted in an exclusive

interview to get the debate pit going
full throttle and the original cowboy
from hell Phil Anselmo (Pantera,
Down, Super Joint Ritual…), arguably
the best metal front man of  our 
generation, closes with his ominous
preacher-esque style afterword. As 
the authors have pointed out in the 
introduction, “No music community
anywhere in the world is more passionate,
opinionated, and possessive than that
of  Heavy Metal. Its supporters regularly
gut check their favorite bands”. From
the very beginning, Abrams and Jenkins
have set the tone for the entire book
with this commentary and could not
be more accurate. The duo has suc-
cessfully delivered their own brand 
of  gut punch to keep the metal music
industry they so passionately serve in
check. They and the metal community
can collectively agree on one aspect…
it all began with the original lineup 
of  Black Sabbath!!! Nobody can argue
with that point, but the rest will never
be permanently decided… NEVER!!!
But, this is as close as it could possibly
get to perfection.
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The Merciless Book of  Metal Lists is
an amazingly inclusive and extensive
collection, sometimes comical, some-
times strange, but mostly informative
and impartial to the much beloved
metal genre we all love OR love to
hate. I have never really cared much
for lists of  any type. They always 
seem to be pushing some undisclosed
agenda for personal gains…but this
book frames the history of  the genre
and encapsulates the raw energy of  
the true metal music fanatic. With 
contributions from the metal elite
Eddie Trunk,(TMS, Radio host) Jon
and Marsha Zazula (Megaforce
Records), Brian Slagel (Metal Blade
Records), Ill Bill, Paul Baloff  (Exodus),
John Gallagher (Raven), Scott Ian 
(Anthrax), Betsy Weiss (Bitch), Max
Cavalera (Sepultura), Katon W. De
Pena (Hirax), and even MC Serch
(3rd Base), just to name a few, gives
even more weight to this heavy-hitter
publication. The obvious non-partici-
pation of  Dave Mustaine (Megadeth) 
is sadly noticed, but…oh yeah, they
have a list of  reasons for that too. The
masterful photography of  legendary
Frank White (and others) captured
some never seen before shots of  the 
pioneering metal kings. The book even
includes a metal crossword puzzle to
test your own metal knowledge… and
do not cheat, the answer key IS in the back.

I can not help but to quote the immortal
Phil Anselmo with a passage from his
unrelenting afterword which summarizes
my own thoughts perfectly. He stated,
“Discovering music in one’s life is a 
diverse and personal thing. And every
music fan experiences in their own way
how they actually got into the genre(s)
as a passion, and it’s hardly ever in a
perfect time line as to an actual date
the music came out. We hear music
when we do, and take to it in time, or
not, Music is older than all of  us, so 
its history is ours to writhe and absorb.
I’m an unabashed Heavy Metal fan…
with each new movement; a new, defiant,
outspoken, and sovereign audience is
born.” Preach on Brother Phil…
Preach on!!! Howie Abrams and Sacha

Jenkins have knocked this one out of
the park with a grand slam!!! The 
photos alone are impeccable, the lists
are spot on, and the comical aspects
are very well placed… and who doesn’t
love a challenging crossword puzzle? 
It even includes our publishers’ favorite
category, “Top 15 Albums with Goats
on the Cover” and my personal favorite
lists salutes Tommy Victor’s Prong 
and Raleigh, NC’s own Corrosion 
of  Conformity (COC) for their contri-
butions in the thrash/hardcore/metal
crossover categories. The Merciless
Book of  Metal Lists is a MUST read
for any metal music aficionado, or any
music lover who dares to be schooled in
the history of  a frequently misunderstood
genre. Once you start flipping through
the pages, you will not be able to put it
down!!! Finally, a book of  lists compiled
from, and by, experts in the metal music
industry… with the icons eager to 
participate. I only wish I had more
hands to give this book ten horns up!!!
Well done Mr. Abrams and Mr. 
Jenkins…Bravo!!!

Thanks to Maria Ferrero, at Adrenaline
PR for providing this great book for
my review.

For more information about this book:

FACEBOOK
http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Merci-
less-Book-of-Metal-Lists/331559713551640 

AMAZON
http://www.amazon.com/The-Merciless-
Book-Metal-Lists/dp/1419707388

BOOKSTORE

http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Merci-less-Book-of-Metal-Lists/331559713551640
http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Merci-less-Book-of-Metal-Lists/331559713551640
http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Merci-less-Book-of-Metal-Lists/331559713551640
http://www.amazon.com/The-Merciless-Book-Metal-Lists/dp/1419707388
http://www.amazon.com/The-Merciless-Book-Metal-Lists/dp/1419707388
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DOWN
AND THE DIRTY SOUTHEAST TOUR

The New Orleans, LA based hard-
core rockers of  DOWN rolled their
caravan through Raleigh, NC and
made their second stop on the Dirty
Southeast Tour at the Lincoln 
Theater on May 24th. The first
time Phil Anselmo and Company
has ever performed in the Capital
City and they put on a majestic
show for the packed house of  head
banging tar heels. The veteran
Bayou bad boys are honing their
skills at smaller venues on the
southeast circuit prior to embarking
on a worldwide tour of  Metal 
Festivals across Europe and Russia
in support of  their 2012 six track
powerhouse back-to-basics release
“Down IV Part 1, The Purple EP”
(Down Records). With Mount
Carmel and veteran southern
stomp boogiers Honky riding 
shotgun on this tour made for a
double-barrel opening act assault 
at every stop.

Written by Rob Grissom  |  Photos by Donald Perry

LEFT TO RIGHT: DOWN’s Phil Anselmo
and Pepper Keenan watch as producer
John Custer takes the stage during “Bury
Me In Smoke” at DOWN’s May 24th
show at the Lincoln Theatre in Raleigh,
North Carolina. Photo by Rob Grissom.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82-bi_ntM_s


Next up was the Jim Beam swilling 
trio of  Austin, Texas super boogie
cowboys… HONKY!!! These veteran
southern rockers have been rippin’ it
up since 1991 and show nary a sign 
of  backing down now. Lead by ex-
Butthole Surfer JD Pinkus on bass 
and vocals, Bobby Ed Landgraf  ’s 
vocals and blistering guitar twang and
Michael “Night Train” Brueggen on
the drums…Honky was on top of  their
game with a foot-stompin’, loud and
furious set of   gritty and sleazy classic
rock ‘n’ roll original tunes. Blasting
their identifiable tracks “WFO”, “Just
a Man”, “All for Nothin”, and “Woke
up Dead” from their 2011 release
“421” (MVD Audio) recorded at Willie
Nelson‘s famous Pedernales studio.
The hook heavy joint “Love to Smoke
your Weed” fired-up the crowd of
Carolina smokers before a flat out jam
of  the Pat Travers Band classic tune
“Snortin’ Whiskey, Drinkin’ Cocaine”
with DOWN’s Pepper Keenan joining
in on the vocal duties. Sharing the
stage in the past with Nashville Pussy,

The Columbus, OH trio of  young 
musicians known as Mount Carmel set
the tone with a tight as hell, ass-kickin’
set of  their grooving original tunes
from their self-titled 2010 debut album
and the 2012 offering “Real Women”.
From the first power chord stroke,
Matt Reed’s guitar was on fire with
some sick distorted bluesy licks and a
swampy vocal style straight out of  the
70’s era. Matt’s brother, Patrick Reed,
joined in on bass and James McCain
began pounding the skins… and the
party was on!!! Loudly performing
their mighty tracks “Still Listening”,
“ZZ Breakers”, and “Sacksburg”,
Mount Carmel demanded the crowd
to stand up and take notice…and they
surely did. What an opening act they
proved to be and will certainly be
headlining a tour of  their own soon. I
have a feeling we will be seeing these
guys again soon. Go check them out at
https://www.facebook.com/mount-
carmelfans?fref=ts or http://www.my-
space.com/mountcarmel1 or catch a
live show near you.
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Mount Carmel  |  Patrick Reed - Bass

Mount Carmel  |  James McCain - Drummer M
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https://www.facebook.com/mount-carmelfans?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/mount-carmelfans?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/mount-carmelfans?fref=ts
http://www.my-space.com/mountcarmel1
http://www.my-space.com/mountcarmel1
http://www.my-space.com/mountcarmel1
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Rev. Horton Heat, Fu Manchu, and
David Allan Coe, just to name a few,
JD and the boys will be touring with
the legendary Melvins at the conclusion
of  this tour. Check them out at
https://www.facebook.com/TeamHon
ky or  http://www.honky.net

The monster hardcore supagroup of
DOWN took the stage with authority,
needing no introduction, and fittingly
blasted-off  their set with a classic 
rendition of  “Eyes of  the South”.
After a massive adrenaline powered
crowd approval, snarling front man
Phil Anselmo (arguably the most
revered front man in the bizz), rolled
out all the hard-ass tunes they are
known for… “Lifer”, “New Orleans 
is a Dying Whore”, “Temptation’s
Wings”, “Ghosts Along the Mississippi”,
“Hail the Leaf ” and a little tease of
the Pantera metal classic “Walk”. The
legendary guitar duo of  Pepper Keenan
and Kirk Windstein was bending every
chord to pure perfection. With the
backbone of  Pat Bruders playing a
thunderous bass and the Cajun madman
Jimmy Bower destroying the drums,
DOWN came to show Raleigh, NC 
fanatics what NOLA hardcore is all
about and astonished them one and
all…and the 3Dot Mag crew as well.
Phil even pulled his young son onstage
and shared the mic with another
Anselmo for an unforgettable, heart-felt
family moment as part of  a blistering
three song encore. The finale of  the
show was and incomprehensible all-
star rendition of  the powerful weed-
induced classic “Bury Me in Smoke”.
With Pepper Keenan passing his ax to
the legendary Raleigh, NC record 
producer and indestructible musical
icon John Custer, the mighty Mike
Dean of  Corrosion of  Conformity 
taking over the bass, Mount Carmel’s
James McCain on the drums and
Bobby Ed Langraf  on guitar giving 
all they had to the stunned crowd and
milked the barbaric track, and the 
moment in time, for all it was worth.
What a pleasure it was to witness…all
the superstars jamming together and
Mr. Custer showing the world he still

has what it takes to perform with the
hardest-hitting hardcore band …
priceless!!! The sold-out crowd, and
the 3 Dot Mag crew, left the venue 
exhausted and knowing we were all 
a part of  the most intense, powerful
show the Carolinas have seen in quite
a while…my neck and ears are still
feeling it thanks to the almighty
DOWN!!!

Go check ‘em out at
http://www.down-nola.com/ and
https://www.facebook.com/down

INSIDE THE NEXT EDITION...
DOWN will be featured with photos
and interviews. www.3dotmag.com

DOWN VIDEO PROMO…
www.youtube.com/thefutureofart

ALSO INSIDE THE NEXT…
Barb Wire Dolls, Sister Ex and more.

MORE PHOTOS...
The following eight pages and 
via social media in the near future.

HONKY  |  JD Pinkus - Bass & Singer

HONKY  |  Bobby Ed Landgraj - Guitar & Singer

DOWN  |  Phil Anselmo

https://www.facebook.com/TeamHon
http://www.honky.net
http://www.down-nola.com/
https://www.facebook.com/down
http://www.3dotmag.com
http://www.youtube.com/thefutureofart
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DOWN  |  Jimmy Bower DOWN  |  Pepper Keenan

DOWN  |  Pat Bruders & Kirk Windstein
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DOWN’s Pepper Keenan and Record Producer John Custer

DOWN’s Phil Anselmo wraps his arm around COC’s Mike Dean on bass while Kirk Windstein sings during encore...

 HONKY’s Bobby Ed Landgraj on guitar, Mount Carmel’s James McCain on drums and COC’s Mike Dean on bass...
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QUESTION: Who is Kristin Reason?

ANSWER: I'm from Wilmington,
N.C. Born and raised. I have always
loved to draw and create. Elementary,
I wanted to be a clothes designer. 
Middle school, I wanted to be a 
cartoon animator. In high school I 
realized I wanted to be an art teacher
for younger children. Creativity thrives
at most when we are young.  It made
me a little bit different, drawing all the
time growing up, but I never minded
because my parents embraced it. My
mother has been my backbone in
making sure I never gave up on my
art, and I love her and my family for
always giving me hope.

QUESTION: What is your 
educational background?

ANSWER: I graduated high school
at Topsail High, then went to Cape
Fear community college for a few
years. I took some incredible drawing
and design classes while i was there.

QUESTION: Any special recognition?

ANSWER: No awards YET! In
school, my teachers loved my creativity
so much that they let me do the school
cartoon for their newspaper. 
QUESTION: So tell us about your
techniques and styles?

ANSWER: I love traditional pencil,
pen, and ink drawings. Lately I have
been using a tablet for digital sketches
and drawings. I have always loved
Anime/Manga styles and mine has 
always reflected that. But I will never
turn down an opportunity to do a 
still life. Detail is what I live for.

QUESTION: Who or what influences
you and your work?

ANSWER: My husband has been 
the biggest influence in my life. He
doesn't sugar coat anything. If  doesn't
like something he will tell me. He
pushes my limits and makes me draw
things I'm not comfortable with to
make me better at what I do. There is
not many people that will do that, 
and for that, I am so grateful. 

QUESTION: Who or what inspires
you and your work?

ANSWER: I would have to say my
biggest inspiration would be my niece
Emily. From the first day I met her
(when I was dating my husband) she
has impressed me so much with her
imagination. From generations of  
spider families living in the windows 
to people made from computers. She
wants to be an artist now, so one day
so she can bring her stories to life.

QUESTION: Personal thoughts
about today's art world?

ANSWER: Art today has a story 
   behind everything. The styles and
opinions are so vast that everywhere
you look people are breaking down
doors of  controversy and deep seeded
emotion. I love expressions that people
are normally afraid to show, and its so
refreshing to see people bring life to
those emotions.

QUESTION: How to we see your
work and get in touch with you?

ANSWER: My webpage is
www.10kmana.deviantart.com. Or my
email, rave_casualty@hotmail.com!

http://www.10kmana.deviantart.com
mailto:rave_casualty@hotmail.com
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Interview by Donald Perry

Photography by Sebastian Bednarski

Styling by Leroy Dawkins

QUESTION: What inspired you to
become an actor/artist?

ANSWER: There wasn't one thing
that inspired me.... Oddly, from a very
early age, it felt like I didn't have a
choice... Firstly we gravitate towards
the thing that were good at or that
gives us fulfillment... Growing up I
would always be the kid in the play-
ground making up plays and perform-
ing them to anyone who'd watch!!  I
always had a wild imagination and
constantly wrote stories or scenes in my
head... I was the shy 'geek' and the
characters were always so different to
myself. Then at the age of  about 13 I
saw an advert in a local paper for
speech and drama classes. I asked my

mum if  it was possible for us to go and
meet the lady who ran the course,
which took place in the evenings after
school and at the weekend. I started to
attend her classes and very quickly I
knew this was my passion.. I then 
entered various  festivals around the
Greater London performing mono-
logues and poetry... I truly was bitten
by the bug!!! Everything I did after 
that was about becoming the best 
actor I could be!! 

QUESTION: How did London
Academy of  Music and Dramatic 
Art affect your career?

ANSWER: When I got into LAMDA
I was so excited but also terrified! This
is a place with some of  the countries
best young hopeful actors... After the
first day I quickly realized.. This was
the most amazing opportunity to throw
myself  into what the school had to
offer, and to get as much as I could
from my 3 years there. The training
was amazing.. At LAMDA I married
my passion with technique..... vocally
and  physically. It was a safe place to
take risks and experiment, also to think
outside the box.Everything I learned
there, form the basis of  who I am as an
actor today.   Most of  all,  it gave me a
quiet confidence....

QUESTION: How does it feel to be
Avril Powell on Shameless?

ANSWER: Getting  the part as Avril
Powell on Shameless was amazing for
me... I had actually watched the show
from season 1 and was a fan. It was a
crazy roller coaster ride for the first  of
month of  filming.... It was a lot to take
in! Every time we did a scene in a dif-
ferent part of  the set I would be a little
intimidated, like my first scene in 'The
Jockey' iconic part of  Shameless. I was
so in love with the writing for Avril..
her classic one liners, her feisty yet
friendly persona. Being the matriarch
of  a seemingly 'normal' family, was so
exciting, seeing how her life and stories
would unfold. Avril was embraced by
members of  the Chatsworth Estate,

what was brilliant was I welcomed into
the Shameless family with open arms
by the whole team...  

QUESTION: Strangest thing ever
happen to you on the set?

ANSWER: The strangest thing to
happen to me on set?? It's Shameless....
Almost everyday was strange! This
show was unique in every way..
Whether it be dancing in the pouring
rain to house music at 1am, drinking
pretend beer filming a festival scene.
To having a full on physical fight on
top of  a multi-story car park. To
singing a Pet shop boys track 'there's 
a place for us' gathered around a
Chatsworth Estate nativity scene with
a real life Donkey to top it off !  We
even managed a flash mob type dance
routine for Mimi and Billy's Wedding
filmed in the square including all of
the characters including Frank!!  

QUESTION: First paid acting part
and how you felt?

ANSWER: My first paid acting job
was a production of  Romeo and Juliet
at Birmingham Rep Theatre. I was 
understudying Juliet and playing a
smaller part.  Damien Lewis played
Romeo.  Looking back it was a perfect
was to ease into the business. I learned
so much... Couldn't quite believe I was
being paid to do what I love,  I still
can't!!  Watching someone else play the
part of  Juliet and going into rehearsals
and making my own choices with the
other actresses blocking.. Weird but a
good weird for a first job. 

QUESTION: What's next for Karen
Bryson?

ANSWER: Straight after 
finishing Shameless I did an Episode
of  Casualty.. The show has been on for
27 years and that was the first one I've
done! I'd love get into films, a gritty
British film would be great. I'm also
desperate to play a cop a la DI Tenni-
son from Prime Suspect or Luther...
I'm just putting it out there! 

Karen
Bryson
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